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A B S T R A C T

Demand for flexibility in electricity systems and the transition to the Smart Grid is increasing opportunities for
demand response (DR). However, there are many barriers which prevent the full potential of DR being realised.
Unlocking of this potential, through identification of DR enablers, can be aided through systematic classification
and analysis of DR barriers. To this end, while previous works mostly focused on individual aspects, this paper
develops a comprehensive ‘socio-techno-economic’ review, classification and analysis of DR barriers and
enablers in a Smart Grid context. This provides an intellectual framework which may be used to underpin
further work on the study and integration of DR. DR barriers are classified as either fundamental (i.e., relating
to intrinsic human nature/essential enabling technology) or secondary (i.e., relating to anthropogenic
institutions/or system feedbacks). Fundamental barriers are defined as economic, social or technological,
whilst secondary barriers relate to political regulatory aspects, design of markets, physical (electrical network)
issues, or to general understanding of DR. Subsequently, associated enablers for the defined barriers are
suggested. Consideration of technical and commercial/social aspects for both power system and information
and communication technology (the “internet of things”) domains provides a foundational contribution to
improve understanding of DR within the Smart Grid paradigm. Finally, the complexity resulting from
connections between various barriers, enablers and the energy system generally, and the existence of the
signature characteristics of complex systems is acknowledged and implications discussed.

1. Introduction

The need for increased flexibility in modern, low carbon electricity
systems to maintain economic and secure operation has been well-
documented [1,2]. In this respect, demand response (DR) is often
considered a particularly suitable source of such flexibility, and one of
the main components of the Smart Grid [3]. DR may be described as
change in electrical energy usage by end-use customers from their
normal consumption patterns, in response to some signal [4], typically
an economic one, but not necessarily (e.g., it might be an environ-
mental signal [5]). It may be based on direct/explicit control, or on
indirect control via a price signal [6]. Directly controlled DR is typically
used for system/network issues as reliability and speed of response is
paramount in these situations. Price-activated DR is typically used in
energy markets [4]. In the existing literature, the benefits of DR have
been recognised in relation to the increased efficiency in grid and
generation investment and in operation efficiency, particularly in
systems with high renewable/distributed energy integration [7,8]. At
the same time, DR has been appreciated as attractive, due to prevalence

of DR potential, in domestic, commercial and industrial premises [9–
11], and the lack of necessary substantial additional investment.
However, due to the highly distributed nature of DR, which is a
structural characteristic of the developing Smart Grid, the intrinsic and
complex relationship with (heterogeneous, unpredictable, complex)
people, and the requirement for enabling technologies, there are
significant barriers to the adoption of DR schemes. Identification of
these barriers and associated enablers is key to identifying how to
overcome them, and increase the prevalence of DR.

In the remainder of the paper the existing literature on the barriers
to DR and related literature on the barriers to energy efficiency (EE) is
reviewed and the contribution of this paper is outlined in Section 2.
Then, the fundamental and secondary DR barriers are classified and
analysed in Section 3, before possible DR enablers are detailed in
Section 4. Subsequently, in Section 5, the described barriers and
enablers are summarised and the relationship between described
barriers and enablers is discussed. Finally, in Section 6, conclusions
from the work and resulting policy recommendations are detailed.
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2. Existing literature

2.1. Barriers to demand response

There are several works in the literature addressing the issues/
challenges/barriers related to DR. An early work covering challenges/
barriers to DR is [7]. This work noted several key challenges to DR
adoption. One was the lack of information and communication
technology (ICT) infrastructure. Whilst this may be considered de-
creasingly relevant as developments in computing and Smart Grid ICT
technologies enable DR [12], deficiencies in sensing, computing and
communication/actuation for DR can be expected to hamper deploy-
ment for some time. Other barriers relate to the inter-related chal-
lenges of lack of understanding of DR and its system value, general
complexity and the lack of appropriate market structures for realising
the value of DR. The lack of appropriate market structures was also
highlighted as a barrier in [13], in which barriers were regarded mostly
as products of the required but unrealised changes to relevant
institutions (such as markets). Such institutions are usually slow to
adapt to advancements in areas such as aggregator functions [14] and
communication infrastructure [15], which render restrictive rules on
minimum unit size and telemetry less relevant. Kim and Shcherbakova
offered some fresh perspective through the recognition of behavioural
and informational consumer-related barriers, highlighting the often
under-appreciated importance of the energy consumer, as a central
actor in DR provision [16]. Most recently O’Connell et al. and Nolan
and O’Malley offered comprehensive reviews of the issues around DR
including analysis of challenges/barriers [8,17]. Key contributions
here, with respect to previous work, are the foci on challenges related
to DR markets, behaviour and business cases. Reinforcing the im-
portance of appropriate market structures O’Connell et al. also high-
lighted the lack of market mechanisms, and regulation which prevented
cost reflective market prices being passed through to the consumer [8].
A particular issue is agreement on how DR can be measured, and hence
remunerated, i.e., what should be the baseline for any DR action [17].
Lack of market mechanisms, together with understanding of the
potential value of DR, is further highlighted as a barrier to DR [17].
This can be understood as a lack of a business case, highlighted as a
substantial barrier in its own right [18]. In addition to market/value
barriers O’Connell et al. offers fresh and necessary perspective on
previously underappreciated social elements, which is particularly
relevant to DR from residential and small commercial consumers [8].
Specifically, O’Connell et al. highlights that consumers are economic-
ally rational to only a limited extent, and that various other priorities,
such as comfort and convenience, can dictate behaviour [8]. This vein
is furthered by Bradley et al. who define a framework of ‘consumer’
barriers based on findings from a UK pilot study [19]. Considering
more physical aspects, the possibility of barriers related to network
capacity have been highlighted, if DR synchronises demand (e.g., in
response to a price signal) and results in loss of load diversity and
violation of network capacity limits [20].

As demonstrated, the literature on DR, and the barriers (and,
implicitly, enablers) for DR, is growing. In this literature technological
aspects are appreciated but not systematically explored and market
elements are central. However, a coherent and comprehensive classi-
fication of DR barriers, in particular one including analysis of social/
behavioural aspects is missing. Such a classification may be informed,
to some extent, by reference to the more developed literature on
another important demand side measure, i.e., EE.

2.2. Barriers to energy efficiency

Given the variable nature of demand for, and the potentially
multiple purchasers of, DR it is characterised by a dynamic and
“smart” interaction with markets and by a greater role of Smart Grid
technology. Although EE is not dynamic or “smart”, the literature on

EE may be useful to inform analysis of the more fundamental economic
and social elements. An early work in the EE area [21] studied the
‘paradox’ of gradual diffusion of apparently cost-effective EE technol-
ogies. This work made the important observation, derived from the
field classical economics, that ‘barriers’ could be categorised as market
failures or non-market failures (alternatively, market barriers). In the
first case the barrier is due to a failure of a market to operate properly.
Thus the barrier can be removed by improving the functioning of the
market. In the second, the barrier is due to non-(classical) economic
reasons. Sorrell builds on this separation of barriers into market and
non-market failures, by defining barriers as: (i) economic; (ii) beha-
vioural; and (iii) organisational; although the typology is not exclusive,
and barriers may have multiple and overlapping aspects [22]. Moving
into literature on electricity demand reductions more generally,
behavioural aspects are attracting further interest more recently.
Chiming with the realisation of the importance of social aspects to
DR, especially for residential and small commercial consumers [8], the
uncertainty on consumer preferences (which are often time-variant and
inconsistent; i.e., economically irrational) has been highlighted as a
particularly intractable barrier to exploitation of DR [23–25].
Emerging from this literature, and also useful for DR, is therefore a
broad classification of the fundamental barriers to EE as either
economic (market failures and market barriers) or social (behavioural
and organisational barriers). Though it should be highlighted that the
complexity of the relevant systems means that such classes are
interrelated [25].

2.3. Contribution

The contribution of this work is to address the lack of a systematic
analysis of the ‘fundamental’, and derivative secondary, barriers to DR
in the current literature on DR challenges/issues/barriers, which is
crucial if the penetration of DR, which may be the most cost effective
source of flexibility, is to be increased. As reasoned in Section 3.1,
fundamental barriers can be understood as barriers which relate to
intrinsic human nature (social/economic barriers), and to essential
enabling technology (technological barriers) in a Smart Grid context.
Such barriers are relevant to DR from all sectors of electricity
consumers (industrial, commercial and residential). These fundamen-
tal barriers (and associated enablers) cover power system and ICT
technical and commercial/social aspects, ensuring full coverage of
relevant perspectives of the Smart Grid vision. This comprehensive
‘socio-techno-economic’ classification and analysis provides an intel-
lectual framework which covers the fundamental aspects of DR, on
which analysis of specific DR schemes can be based. Recognising the
importance of more practical DR barriers, secondary barriers are also
examined. The broad classifications and hierarchy of DR barriers (and,
hence, enablers) is demonstrated in Fig. 1. This comprehensive
classification may be used to underpin further work on the study and
integration of DR, and thus be a useful contribution to the field.

3. Barriers to DR

As noted in Section 2.2, literature on EE defined barriers as
economic, behavioural or organisational [26]. The common factor in

Fig. 1. Classification and hierarchy of DR barriers.
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theories which relate to these barrier classes is that they relate to how
individuals (themselves or as components of organisations) interact
with each other. This motivates the inclusion of economic and social
(including behavioural and organisational) barriers as fundamental as
DR, like EE, is ultimately based on the decisions made by individuals.
In addition to economic and social barriers a technological barrier class
should be defined and classed as fundamental, given that sensing,
computation and communication are crucial to realisation of DR and
the Smart Grid generally. All other barriers can then be defined as
secondary. We consider barriers as secondary if they derive from
fundamental economic, social or technological aspects. They can be
understood as either relating to anthropogenic institutions (e.g.,
markets and regulation), or system feedbacks (e.g., electrical network
constraints).

3.1. Fundamental barriers to DR

As aforementioned, ‘fundamental’ barriers are barriers relating to
intrinsic human nature, or essential enabling technology. Without an
understanding of these barriers, there is no chance of an optimal
deployment of enabling interventions. Fundamental barriers can be
classed as economic, social or technological, covering both power
system and ICT perspectives of the Smart Grid. Below each class is
explored and broken down to describe all relevant barriers.

3.1.1. Economic
Partly due to the existence of a convenient framework for their

analysis (i.e., classical economic theory) there is a large body of work
on economic barriers to EE, which can inform analysis of DR barriers.
This work generally involves study of market failures (i.e., flaws in the
way a market operates) and market barriers (i.e., other obstacles to the
given objective) [21,26–30]. These classifications can be readily
applied to Smart Grid DR markets.

3.1.1.1. Market failures. Drawing particularly on [26,28–30] Table 1
describes the three general classes of market failures relevant to DR,
which are expanded upon below. These classes include some failures
often presented separately. For example, as detailed below, the ‘split
incentives’, ‘adverse selection’ and ‘principal-agent problem’ failures
which are often separately presented are all information-related, and
may thus be defined as particular cases of the imperfect information
failure.

Imperfect information can occur for a number of reasons. Firstly,
there is a substantial lack of knowledge, on the part of potential DR
providers (e.g., domestic, commercial or industrial consumers), on
their variable and uncertain consumption, and hence their potential to
provide DR [16]. With respect to DR markets, there are (cash and time)
costs associated with collecting and processing information [28]. These
search costs form part of the transaction costs of partaking in a market.
The existence of these costs means that it may not be cost-efficient for
parties to collect all the relevant information, resulting in an’Adverse
selection’ market failure, where one party to a trade is better informed
than the other [26,29]. This is likely as the Smart Grid is very complex,
which will increase search costs. Imperfect information may also arise
if markets are so immature that the demand for certain types of

information is not sufficient to motivate its collection and distribution
by market participants [29]. Examples of imperfect information market
failures could be when a small commercial business cannot predict its
(flexible) electric low grade heating load, a potential DR provider finds
accessing appropriate markets to expensive and/or time consuming, or
when information on the effect of heat pump cycling on wear and tear
(as would result from frequent DR calls) is not available.

A special type of information-related failure is that of asymmetric
information, producing split incentives, where one party acts for
another, but does not accurately reflect their interests [26,28,29]. If
one party has access to information which it cannot effectively
communicate to another party (e.g., due to large transaction costs),
then the parties have split incentives which cannot be reconciled
through a contract, because they are not defined. In the case of a DR
provider who has contracted with an aggregator, this could arise if the
aggregator cannot fully understand the nature of the DR resource, as it
cannot understand the user preferences (e.g., relating to comfort)
which dictate (at least some) of the flexibility. If such user preferences
were fully understood, there would be no failure, as the terms for
flexibility exploitation could be defined in a contract. This can be
defined as the ‘principal-agent problem’ [26,29]. In this case the
‘principal’ (i.e., DR provider) does not have the necessary information
(e.g., the value they assign to thermal comfort) to define a contractual
obligation on the ‘agent’ (i.e., aggregator). This can lead to opportu-
nistic behaviour on the part of the agent, which is not in the interest of
the principal.

As detailed in [26], incomplete markets may arise when property
rights are not well defined, i.e., comprehensively assigned, exclusive,
transferable, and secure. For example, the costs of unregulated CO2

emission are not exclusive; such costs accrue to many parties through
increased atmospheric warming, and associated implications. The
existence of this ‘externality’ (a cost or benefit that affects a party
who did not choose to incur it) constitutes a market failure, which can
lead to increased levels of CO2 emission, with the associated increased
cost to society. Another example of an incomplete market is where
benefits of an asset are not excludable (i.e., the benefits of investment
may, at least partially, accrue to third parties), such as can be the case
with DR where a reduction in peak load may benefit many actors
[7,31]. This can result in some parties free-riding (benefiting from a
good, without paying for it), which is a clear market failure [32]. This
may the case with DR, if DR bought by a retailer, to reduce imbalance,
also benefits a distribution network operator, by relieving congestion
This can also include indirect free-riding, such as when insufficiently
cost-reflective imbalance penalties fail to penalise undesirable beha-
viour of DR providers or aggregators, resulting in the costs that are not
recovered by the imbalance penalties being socialised (spread) over all
system users [33].

Lastly, a clear market failure occurs when a party/parties have such
a large market share that they are able to exert market power, creating
imperfect competition. In this scenario, parties can charge prices in
excess of their marginal costs, resulting in an inefficient market. This
may occur if the near oligopoly of electricity supply, in many systems, is
transferred to Smart Grid/DR markets [34].

3.1.1.2. Market barriers. As with the classes of market failures, there
are many classes of market barriers. An extensive list is given in [30].

Table 1
Classification of market failures.

Market failure Description

Imperfect information Classical economics assumes that all parties have access to free and perfect information. In reality this may not occur, which constitutes a failure.
Incomplete markets Markets in which property rights are not well defined can be termed incomplete. This is a failure as it can result in a discrepancy between private and

social costs and benefits [26].
Imperfect competition Uncompetitive markets, where one or more parties have, and exercise, market power.
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Many of those classes, however, relate to information or behaviour, and
are thus covered by the ‘imperfect information’ market failure, or by
behaviour-related barriers (see Section 3.1.2.2). Drawing on the work
of Thollander et al. and Chai and Yeo the remaining market barriers are
summarised in Table 2 [29,30].

The degree to which access to capital is a barrier to DR will vary
depending on the degree of investment required (which may be small,
if only enabling sensing and communication technology is required),
and the party making the investment (given varying degrees of credit
worthiness amongst potential investors). Inclusion of uncertainty as a
separate market barrier is debatable. As highlighted in [29], it may be
considered a barrier if parties are not able to reduce the implication of
uncertainty to a calculated risk. This is highly likely, especially over the
long term, given the uncertainty on the reaction of other parties,
including regulators, to increased DR activity within the Smart Grid.
For example, increased local generation in peak use-of-system charge
periods may motivate a shift in use-of-system charges to a subscription
(kW) based levy [35].

Hidden costs relate to the costs associated with participation in
markets. These include negotiation and enforcement transaction costs
(i.e., that costs relating to negotiating and enforcing contracts), but not
search transaction costs (i.e., the costs of locating information on the
opportunities for exchange), which relate to the imperfect information
market failure [36]. If these hidden costs are excessive, they could
represent a barrier to DR. Such costs can been ‘outsourced’ to
organised markets, who will charge fees in return for providing access
to many counterparties, with whom they may trade standardised
products (eliminating negotiation costs), with a guarantee of delivery
(eliminating enforcement costs). Such fees should be taken into
account, as they may pose a barrier, particularly to small parties.

System value or market demand is not considered a barrier on the
literature on EE, as the value of reducing energy consumption is
assumed. However, for DR this is not so, as the value of flexibility is not
axiomatic. Although all systems are likely to have some value for
flexibility (e.g., for system balancing and reserve provision purposes),
some systems will have more value than others. For example, flexibility
may be more valuable in systems with highly variable and unreliable
generation, i.e., wind and solar, as such systems are more uncertain
and unstable, due to the uncertainty of renewable generation and the
reduced amount of committed synchronous generation, and require
increased frequency response capability and reserves [37]. This lack of
value implies a lack of market demand for flexibility, but it should be
emphasised that the reverse is not necessarily true. Illustrating the
complexity of energy systems and DR markets, as explored further in
Section 5, lack of market demand may result from other factors besides
a lack of inherent value. For example, social barriers may suppress
interest from potential providers, technological barriers may make
provision of DR too inconvenient, regulatory barriers may impose
onerous requirements or market structure barriers may prevent DR
products from reflecting the true value of flexibility. Returning to
consider system value, it should be noted that as electricity systems
evolve towards the Smart Grid the value of DR will also change.
Notably, increased penetration of renewable energy resources will
increase demand for system flexibility, whilst increased electricity load

on distribution networks will increase demand for local flexibility, both
of which may be provided by DR [10,38,39].

3.1.2. Social
Social barriers may, in the first instance, be usefully classified,

following [26], as organisational and behavioural. Organisational
barriers may be relevant to commercial parties, as such barriers relate
to the social systems of such structured organisations. However,
arguably of greater importance for DR are behavioural barriers, given
the high number of individual interactions which can affect DR
provision.

3.1.2.1. Organisational barriers. Sorrell identifies two organisational
barriers, namely, power and culture [26]. Power (or lack of it) may be a
barrier where it relates to the power of the person within an
organisation who has a responsibility for implementing a DR
programme. If the relevant person does not wield enough power
within their organisation, e.g., to install necessary enabling
technology, to instruct (to the degree possible) behaviour change, or
to invest in increased flexibility, this may form a barrier to DR. Power,
as a barrier, is closely linked to the less precise barrier of organisational
culture. Indeed insufficient power for the DR decision-maker is likely,
in some part, to be due to the prevailing culture of the organisation.
Specifically, if energy, environmental and even economic concerns
(outside of the core business), are not generally regarded as important
within the organisation, then this will form a general “soft” barrier to
DR.

3.1.2.2. Behavioural barriers. Behavioural barriers may be described
as those factors which explain why the behaviour of any individual
deviates from that of the ideal, fully rational (in the classical economic
sense) agent [40]. For a firm, rational means profit-maximising, whilst
for an individual it means utility-maximising. This latter definition is
more complex, as an individual must consider factors such as
convenience and comfort, as well as cash. The behavioural barriers
which can be relevant to DR are shown in Table 3.

Given the reliance of timely response of DR providers to DR signals,
the form of information has the potential to be a significant barrier if it
inhibits communication between DR buyers and providers. An example
can be the design of the user interface, where poor design has been
shown to result in unexpected behaviour [3].

Given the importance of interactions between DR providers and
buyers, the credibility of the relevant parties and the level of trust
between such parties are crucial. Low levels of credibility and trust can
pose a barrier to DR. For example, do DR providers trust the sender?
Do they perceive them as reliable? Do they identify with them (do they
think the sender has the same values)? The issue of trust is identified as
significant in acceptance of DR [3,41]. An example of the importance of
trust and credibility could be found in the preference of DR providers
to interact with smaller, local DR buyers, who they identify with and
trust, rather than large, impersonal energy utilities. In particular, it can
be linked to the reticence to allow third party control of devices.
Behaviour in this area however is complex, given the influence of

Table 2
Classification of market barriers.

Market barrier Description

Access to capital Some DR may require additional capital investment. For some parties, with little reserves and/or poor credit rating, accessing capital may be
problematic.

Uncertainty Uncertainty on future revenue/costs can pose a substantial barrier.
Hidden costs Hidden costs related to market participation i.e., negotiation and enforcement costs associated with transactions may be a barrier.
System value/Demand for DR It is possible that flexibility is simply not valued in a system. This can be a barrier to DR.
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consumer values. Such values can inform user preferences with regard
to concepts such as autonomy, ownership, power and control [42],
especially ownership of personal information that may be derived from
data [43]. This is particularly pertinent for DR given the large amount
of communication of information required by DR, due to the use of
open or untrusted networks and the potentially huge number of
physically distributed devices, from multiple vendors. Hence consumer
values may form a barrier to DR if ‘anti-DR values’, such as desire for
autonomy, control, comfort etc. win out of possible ‘pro-DR values’,
such as environmental and energy conservation values. As ever, the
picture here is not straightforward, as the relationship between values
and preferences is not always clear and consistent. For example,
initially pro-DR behaviour can give way to anti-, or ambivalent
behaviour over time as the cumulative time or exertion cost grows
[16]. Further, the recognised ‘value-action gap’ phenomena can
complicate efforts to encourage DR [24]. Consumer values may be
particularly significant for domestic DR providers, who are likely to
prioritise comfort and convenience. Degrading consumer comfort, or
requiring significant interaction of residents with control signals, for
example, may be a significant barrier to DR, and has been shown to be
so [44].

Linked to the values barrier is the barrier of inertia. Consumers can
be reluctant to change behaviour, even if there are clear benefits to
doing so. This can manifest itself in focus on the perceived inconve-
nience of DR participation, and the requirement that interventions “fit”
with current lives [45]. However, given the complexity of the energy,
economic and social systems in which DR takes place, it has been
posited that inertia of this kind may be a rational reaction to the
bounded rationality of the consumer, economising on cognitive
exertion by employing heuristics informed by past experience [46].
For example, a DR provider may not want to increase their flexibility by
installing more energy storage, even if it is clear this will be profitable
and the investment will pay back quickly. If understanding the business
case is time-consuming or intellectually difficult, the DR provider may
prefer to simply base their decision on the evidence of profitability in
the recent past. Another result of bounded rationality can be non-
optimal satisficing behaviour (e.g., in choosing whether to engage in
DR to reduce overall energy costs, or not), in which consumers,
overwhelmed by options, settle for ‘good enough’ [16]. Here it is worth
highlighting that bounded rationality and inertia (as for all behavioural
barriers, to a greater or lesser extent) can form barriers to DR from
firms, as well as individuals. With firms, they may cause entrenched
attachment to established business cases, obscuring the potential of
new, Smart Grid/DR-related, business cases.

3.1.3. Technological
The centrality of technology to DR and the whole Smart Grid

necessitates consideration of ICT aspects, in assessment of barriers to
DR [47]. In the context of DR and the Smart Grid, in particular, the
internet of things (IoT) may be used interchangeably with ICT.

ICT underpins local metering (to determine DR flexibility and
delivery), transactional communications (between DR provider and
purchaser) and on-premises automation (to enact DR) [48,49]. ICT
that can enable DR has been readily available for some time, albeit DR

services have been the preserve of large industrial loads. The issue that
presents itself today is in moving from ‘niche to normal’ in delivering
DR capability at scale beyond industrial scenarios [50].

At an abstract level technological barriers can be loosely considered
as being sensing-related, computing-related and communication-re-
lated. Standardisation is pertinent in all cases. Another related
challenge, which relates to a more social aspect, pertains to the finding
and retaining of technical talent. These challenges are outlined in the
sections that follow.

3.1.3.1. Sensing. The most basic type of sensing required for DR is
electricity metering so much so the EC has mandated for the creation of
a standardised technical architecture for same [51]. Energy markets
trade in 15 min to 1 h periods, requiring reliable metering at this
resolution in order to participation in such markets. Barriers to DR
may exist where the necessary metering infrastructure is not present,
however, this is not a technological issue but rather an implementation
issue relating to technology. Beyond utility/billing grade metering,
participation in other explicit DR schemes, such as frequency response,
reserve or constraint management, will most likely require metering at
an even finer resolution.

Granular sensing is required to assist in identifying flexibility, to
certify actuation and to measure related factors associated with
delivered energy services, e.g., thermal comfort, appliance availability.
Here, inadequate systems (e.g., building automation systems) may
form a barrier to DR if they do not adequately highlight flexibility and
capture the effect of DR on consumer experience e.g., comfort/
convenience/cost. The importance of measurement, verification and
impact for settlement are discussed in [52]. While the importance of
achieving DR without impacting comfort is discussed in [53] and cold
storage [54,55].

The primary issue relates to sensing at high frequency, with high
reliability, but in a way that is flexible and extensible with respect to
enabling additional, often yet to be envisaged, Smart Grid services and/
or devices, and all at an acceptable cost. This poses a technical and
standardisation challenge, especially regarding interoperability, be-
cause, while the primary sensors/actuators involved pertain to the
electrical energy domain, the sensors involved in inferring the context
required to identify flexibility and impact on users is varied. This is
before one even considers the heterogeneity introduced by different
vendors and protocols which will proliferate with the development of
the Smart Grid. Standardisation is central and is further addressed in
Section 3.1.3.4.

3.1.3.2. Computing. Adequate sensing is necessary, but not sufficient,
for optimal DR. Sensing can generate large amounts of data, whilst
uncertainty, e.g., in the determinants of DR potential and in DR prices
can increase the computational load of any stochastic/robust
optimisation [56] that may be needed to effectively cope with
uncertainty, especially when at scale. Whilst ‘big data’ technologies
can deal with voluminous, heterogeneous, near-real-time and static
data, and be used to identify and exploit new patterns within that data,
there are limits, especially when decisions are critically time-

Table 3
Behavioural barriers.

Barrier Description

Form of information If information is not regarded as intended by the sender, the corresponding behaviour of the recipient will not as expected by the sender.
Credibility and trust How the recipient of information regards the sender will dictate how such information will be perceived.
Values Besides cash cost minimisation, consumers may be influenced by their values (e.g., environmental values, energy conservation values). This may prompt

behaviour which does not align well with DR.
Inertia The entrenchment of behaviour may be a barrier; as such behaviour can take time to change, even if there is clear benefit to doing so.
Bounded rationality Cognitive capacity of an individual is naturally limited, which may mean that, even with the necessary information, they may not reach the optimal DR-

related decision.
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constrained, e.g., frequency response, or where cloud services are not
trusted (see Section 3.1.3.3). Additionally, data scientists need to be
able to work with domain experts and have a certain capacity for
understanding the Smart Grid context, see Section 3.1.3.5.

Computation can be linked to the social bounded rationality barrier
(see Section 3.1.2.2), whereby the cognitive capacity of an individual is
naturally limited. This issue of bounded capacity can also be found in
the computation domain. Edge devices (i.e. intelligent compute devices
that are located locally to the physical assets being sensed and/or
controlled), especially IoT embedded devices, are likely to be compute
constrained and therefore services may require greater compute
capacity at certain times, now or into the future. This infers a requisite
level of extensibility and flexibility, which in turn points to the need for
connectivity, whereby additional (third-party) computation capability
can be leveraged. Again trust plays a part here (see Sections 3.1.2.2 and
3.1.3.3), with data exchange and the standardisation of same arguably
a bigger barrier than the computational capacity. Again, like sensing
(see Section 3.1.3.1), the primary issue relates to being able to deliver
the right compute capacity, where and when required, and at an
acceptable cost, while meeting security and privacy requirements.

3.1.3.3. Communication. Assuming accurate sensed data (see Section
3.1.3.1), one must then deal with access to that data. Wired and
wireless sensors/actuators need to connect to edge (local) compute and
cloud compute (see Section 3.1.3.2) in an agreed, standardised way.
This standardisation must address data formatting, transfer,
transformation and semantics. At a macro level, if data exchange
could be agreed by all actors then the DR concept could be delivered in
rapid time and at scale. However, in reality, interoperability has
traditionally been, and continues to be, a very slow process taking
many years due to competing approaches and alliances [57].

Fig. 2 [58] gives a pertinent example illustrating the myriad of IoT
alliances that traverse the various communication layers and potential

domain verticals. Similar issues are relevant with respect to data
acquisition specifically for ‘smart’ metering. When faced with this level
of purposed options it can very difficult to make any sort of investment
decision, which acts as a barrier to adoption. Again standardisation is
central, see Section 3.1.3.4.

Central to communication are barriers pertaining to data security
and privacy which all relate to imperfect information (see Section
3.1.1.1) credibility and trust, see Section 3.1.2.2. There are several
features of IoT systems particularly relevant to large scale systems
supporting energy services, specifically relating to the tendency of such
systems to be:

1. Physically distributed.
2. A mixture of very small to very large devices.
3. Dependent on closed and open or untrusted networks.
4. Large scale deployments, which may extend to tens of thousands of

components.
5. Different parts of the system may be created by different vendors.
6. Use and functionality changes over the duration of the system's

lifecycle.

If not addressed, security concerns can act as a considerable barrier
to adoption, especially with cloud based technologies that require
storage and processing of data off-premises. In an EC/IDC analysis of
the demand of cloud computing services in Europe and barriers to
uptake, Fig. 3 [59], 62.2% of all respondents identified the top six
concerns listed as being either a very large or complete barrier to cloud
adoption, with the top five directly or indirectly related to security or
privacy. This arguably can be considered indicative of the wider
importance of such matters on IoT adoption required for DR.

Separate to security is the issue of data privacy. As outlined in
Section 3.1.2.2, unwillingness to share data due to fears of misuse or
profiteering is a very real barrier to DR, or more specifically to the
adoption of the technology that underpins it. Developing IoT solutions
that do not account for these concerns can impact the adoption/

Fig. 2. IoT Alliances round-up [58].
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investment decision of any proposed offering [60] both at an individual
consumer level but specifically at the organisational investor level.

3.1.3.4. Technology standardisation. An increasingly decentralised
energy grid characterised by increased integration of DR and other
Smart Grid resources, such as renewable energy sources, inherently
results in increased complexity. Given the fact that nearly 90% of all
power outages and disturbances have their roots in the distribution
network [61], the risk from increased complexity from DR penetration
is apparent.

Increased decentralisation and complexity drives the need for more
complex information systems, to manage such complexity [62,63]. As
described, DR increasingly relies on IoT technology which leverages
increasingly ubiquitous sensing (see Section 3.1.3.1), both cloud and
embedded computation (see Section 3.1.3.2) and communications (see
Section 3.1.3.3). But there is apprehension in moving to what is
perceived as uncertain technological trajectories. Standardisation is
therefore key to adoption.

However, uncertainty regarding which standards will ultimately
prevail may be a barrier. As per Fig. 4 [64–69] there are multiple
posited IoT reference models and architectures. The myriad of posited
IoT architectures pose uncertainty especially when viewed from the
domain perspective. Will centralised cloud based solutions offer
required rates of response? Or acceptable levels of security and
privacy? Would decentralised approaches offer holistic visibility or
scalability? Is a hybrid approach the most appropriate option? As

Figs. 2 and 4 illustrate it can be arduous for potential end-users (e.g.,
industrial, energy, transport, built environment, water, agriculture etc.)
to navigate and select appropriate compute and communication
solutions/protocols. This can be a significant barrier to adoption as
confidence in the quality of standards for DR enabling infrastructure is
crucial for successful DR. For example, if communication is not robust
enough, or not perceived to be robust enough, to offer an adequate
quality of service (e.g., response rate to DR service calls, especially
explicit DR called on to ensure network and system security [6]) DR
adoption may be slow.

Similarly, confidence is required in the ability of IoT components to
communicate with each other, e.g., to send control signals or to submit
bids and offers. This echoes the link between market failure and
imperfect information, see Section 3.1.1.1. Without the necessary
standardisation here flexibility cannot be identified and exploited [3].
Lack of standardisation on the interoperability of various components
may also be a concern if it is thought that various devices may interfere
with each other [45]. Further, lack of standardisation may prove a
barrier if there is concern on the part of investors that they may become
“locked-in” to a particular supplier. This may result in constraints on
future decisions which lead to sub-optimal outcomes.

3.1.3.5. Technological skills. There is much that technology can deliver,
but not at zero cost. User dissatisfaction and cost, can become significant
barriers as a result of a poor requirement elicitation process, in which
functionalities required by the user are not captured correctly and/or
made available to technology developers. While not incorporating
extensibility, flexibility, security, privacy by design is likely to cost more
if attempting to apply retrospectively. Good design is a skill, requirement
elicitation is a skill, having good local support as outlined in Fig. 3
requires skilled resources. Which leads to another barrier, namely the
recruitment and retention of technical talent.

IoT systems differ from the point-solutions of the past in their
complexity and diversity of applications. This creates challenges in
finding or training the right technical and domain expertise to design
and build IoT systems as well as to maintain, operate, and use them.
Sometimes the problems stem from the uneven global distribution of
technical talent. But often the issue is the mix of proficient skills
required. By way of example Table 4 illustrates the skillset of the
modern data scientist [70]. This issue, of acquiring a diverse but
proficient skill mix, can be significant for the domain vertical (e.g.
water, energy, transport) tasked with attracting such talent.

Fig. 3. % of respondents stating barrier is restricting (very/completely) cloud adoption
[59].

Fig. 4. IoT architecture exemplars [64–69].
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3.2. Secondary barriers to DR

Secondary barriers are those barriers relating to anthropogenic
institutions, or system feedbacks, which result in some way to actions
taken against the above fundamental barriers. These barriers generally
relate to the power system, given its complex and regulated nature
which is further increasing with the Smart Grid evolution. They can
largely be classified as political/regulatory, as may relate to taxation,
standards and regulation related to consumers, or monopoly activities,
i.e., network operation. Further secondary barriers relate to market
rules and the physical (network) constraints that DR can create.

3.2.1. Political/regulatory
Political/regulatory barriers are defined here as those barriers

which exist as a result of government policies, usually enacted through
regulation. In the literature the distortionary effects (on markets) of
government policies are sometimes regarded as a market failure [28].
Such policies can result in barriers for a number of reasons. Firstly,
markets can be distorted by the applicable tax code, which may treat
various expenditures differently. Discrepancy in the treatment of
operational/capital costs may cause a barrier when considering invest-
ment in DR-enabling technology, whilst tax discrepancy between
substitutable goods (such as electricity and gas, or types of heaters)
can cause distortion in the operation of DR. Another tax-related barrier
can arise from the installation of electricity storage. When such storage
lies behind a meter, tax will be charged on electricity used for charging
the battery (as this cannot be separated from actual consumption). This
will create a barrier to the efficient use of the storage [71].

Regulation may also cause distortion in markets if goods that are
practicably substitutable (i.e., generation and consumption based
operating reserve) are precluded from competing with each other. As
highlighted in [71] this is part of a wider issue of the dominant
paradigm in energy systems. Historically, electricity systems have built
on the assumption that electricity flows from large scale central
generators to passive, distributed users. Accordingly, the regulation
of the system has been tailored to this paradigm. This can place
barriers to DR, given the evolution towards the Smart Grid, when
characteristics (such as minimum bid size, gate closure times and
product definitions) are suitable for central generators, but not for
demand side participants.

A general barrier to DR is regulation which prevents market price
signals from reaching ultimate consumers. As detailed in [71] such

regulation not only damages business cases for DR but also inhibits the
efficiency of markets. Further, regulatory restrictions on locational/
temporal price differentiation in markets will prevent consumers
perceiving the true value of DR. In cases where transaction costs are
thought to outweigh the benefits of full price-pass-through, or where
net-metering, as an incentive for small-scale generation [71] is appro-
priate, it may be justified to retain regulation of consumer prices.
Striking a balance between these motivations, so as to minimise overall
barriers to DR is difficult.

A further political barrier may result from uncertainty derived from
unclear policy.1 Survey based literature has highlighted this as a
particular barrier to smart grid development [72], which can be
extended to DR.

Finally, given the heavily regulated nature of energy network
operators, the barriers to DR posed by the regulation of network
operators must be mentioned [73]. These include: the focus on
historical performance, rather than future requirements; short regula-
tory periods; focus on the network operator, rather than system-wide
effects; and the lack of recognition of the value of research and
development. In particular, the issue of different treatment of opera-
tional and capital cash flows is particularly relevant. Short regulatory
periods, and the lack of uncertainty on the benefits of capital invest-
ment can encourage capital expenditure heavy grid expansion over
operational expenditure heavy DR, leading to generally sub-optimal
outcomes [10].

3.2.2. Market structures
Many DR business cases, which require action against a suitable

‘baseline’ profile, will require definition of a baseline methodology for
the DR market to operate. Whilst high resolution metering data can
describe the consumption/generation of the given resource, it cannot
tell, in the event of a DR call, what the profile would have been without
the call. To determine compliance with respect to the relevant contract,
it is necessary that some baseline can be agreed between the buyer and
seller. Indeed, as discussed in [17], establishing a baseline may be a
barrier to deployment of DR, as it can impede proper valuation of a
product.

Although energy and capacity (in which DR can operate) are
continuous in nature, they are typically traded in defined products.
These products are standardised according to a number of attributes,
e.g., amount (kW or kWh) or time of trade (week-ahead, day-ahead). If
the definitions of the standardised products are too restrictive, they
may preclude provision by some DR providers, or may mean that the
full value of DR cannot be realised (resulting in sub-optimal system
efficiency). Hence such standardisation may be considered a barrier to
DR. On the other hand, it should be noted that standardisation of
products generally reduces transaction costs, as the definition of a
restricted number of products can reduce search and negotiation costs
[36]. Thus, there may be tension between the motivations to reduce
standardisation (to increase realised DR value and system efficiency),
and increase standardisation (to reduce transaction costs).

A final, secondary market-related barrier may be the complexity of
the resulting markets. Even with aggregation of DR resources [74], the
number of DR agents may cause significant complexity in operation of
Smart Grid/DR markets, especially if those DR agents wish to restrict
the amount of information they reveal [43].

3.2.3. Physical
The increasing levels of resources and flexible loads responding to

dynamic price signal may result in technical issues on distribution
networks, where those resources/loads are connected to the electricity
networks. This is since controllers will shift large portion of power

Table 4
Skills required of the modern data scientist [70].

MATHS & STATS PROGRAMMING & DATABASE
– Machine learning
– Statistical learning
– Experiment design
– Bayesian inference
– Supervised learning, decision trees,

random forest, logistic regression
– Unsupervised learning, clustering,

dimensionality reduction

– Computer science fundamentals
– Scripting language e.g. python
– Statistical computing package e.g. R
– Databases SQL & NOSQL
– Relational Algebra
– Parallel database and query

processing
– MapReduce concepts
– Hadoop, Hive/Pig
– Custom reducers
– Experience with xaaS like AWS

DOMAIN KNOWLEDGE & SOFT
SKILLS

COMMUNICATION &
VISUALISATION

– Passionate about the business
– Curious about data
– Influence without authority
– Hacker mind-set
– Problem solver
– Strategic, proactive, creative,

innovative & collaborative

– Able to engage with senior mgmt.
– Story telling skills
– Translate data-driven insight into

actions
– Visual art design
– R Packages like ggplot or lattice
– Knowledge of any of visualisation

tools e.g. Flare, D3.js, Tableau

1 This may be considered a special case of the uncertainty market barrier, see Section
3.1.1.2.
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consumption towards the least price periods, which in turn may
overload distribution network assets and lead to voltage rise/drop
issues, beyond the statutory voltage limits. This is demonstrated in
Fig. 5 which shows peak electricity demand, for a district of 100 flats, in
the UK, on a winter weekday, with gas boiler heating, modelled using a
version of the model presented in [56]. As shown the peak demand
increases with the introduction of electricity storage and exposure to
price signals, as the peak battery import (40 kW) coincides with the
start of the morning demand ramp-up around 7 a.m. This is due to the
electricity storage being used to shift district electricity consumption
towards cheap times for use in middle of the day when prices are
higher. Following the traditional planning approaches adopted by
distribution network operators to maintain network constraints within
limits, upgrading the distribution network assets is required. However,
this may produce a technical barrier to DR, since network reinforce-
ment is an expensive and time-consuming solution, resulting in a
higher distribution network fees.

3.2.4. Understanding
As previously highlighted, a lack of understanding of DR, and the

benefits that it may bring, is a considerable barrier to DR [7]. This
barrier can be considered as connected to (indeed, a result of) other
barriers, particularly many social and economic barriers (e.g., barriers
related to imperfect information, access to capital, values etc.), whose
existence are often not appreciated in existing assessment frameworks.
Such a lack of understanding generally reduces interest in DR, which
then results in less attention and investment from parties who may
benefit from developing DR. In particular, a lack of understanding of
DR restricts interest in development of appropriate tools, such as a
systematic cost benefit analysis models for development of business
cases [75]. In this way the lack of understanding of DR becomes self-
perpetuating.

4. Enablers

Following the fundamental/secondary framework defined for clas-
sification of barriers to DR, enablers, to counter the defined barriers,
are defined, below. The detailing of an enabler below does not
necessarily constitute a recommendation for its adoption, as enablers
typically have a cost associated with them. Indeed, any action to enable
DR should be subject to a cost-benefit analysis, to ensure cost-
effectiveness. Further, practitioners should be cognisant of the possi-
bility for unintended consequences (feedbacks) from enabling actions,
which may hamper (or, indeed, enhance) DR adoption.

4.1. Fundamental enablers of DR

4.1.1. Enablers against economic barriers
Economic enablers will either relate to improvement in the

functioning of Smart Grid markets through fixing market failures or
intervention in market operation, specifically to address some market
barrier.

4.1.1.1. Enablers against market failures. An initial enabler of DR
can be improved understanding of the potential DR resource. Studies
have shown that simple measures to increase understanding can have
significant impact on DR [76]. A step towards improving the
functioning of markets, with particular regard to DR, can be the
development of markets specifically for trading of demand-side
flexibility, or for adjustment of existing markets [2,77]. Such enablers
could reduce informational barriers by reducing search costs which
may be a significant proportion of potential profit for DR providers, by
bringing together buyers and sellers, as demonstrated in Fig. 6.

Enabling DR, through addressing the issue of ‘split incentives’, is
particularly difficult. This is because user preferences (which the DR
aggregator agent should take into account when acting on behalf of the
DR provider) are ill-defined, probably time variant, and probably not
understood fully by the users themselves [78]. Here efforts should
focus on development of metrics of user preferences that might enable
quantification and trading of flexibility (such as metrics on thermal
comfort [56]). Such metrics may then reduce the impact of split
incentives by producing a means to effectively communicate informa-
tion on user preferences. A further enabler of DR may be development
on the design of contracts, to better signal efficient behaviour to DR
providers, thus increasing the available benefits. Ref. [34] highlights
the necessity of contracts to capture the preferences of consumers,
which may require a wide variety of contracts.

To address the problem of incomplete markets (see Section 3.1.1.1),
there is clearly a requirement to account for externalities, such as CO2

emissions, ideally through market-based emissions trading schemes.
The issue of ‘free riding’, as multiple parties benefit from the exercising
of DR may be solved through concepts such as a ‘DR exchange’ [31],
which can assign the costs of DR according to the received benefits.
Similar solutions are being explored by industry parties [2,79].

To deal with barriers of imperfect competition, regulators must be
able to monitor market power in DR markets. This may especially be an
issue in local markets, in which there are few participants, such as for
distribution network constraint management, or similar [80].
Countering market power may also be aided by development of the
aggregator concept [14], or platforms enabling peer-to-peer commu-

Fig. 5. Net electricity demand for 100 houses, with and without battery storage and price
signals. Fig. 6. Number of connections for buyers/sellers to search a) without an organised

market, and b) with an organised market.
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nication [81], and thus coordination and optimisation, see Section
4.2.2. This would enable access of DR to various markets, increasing
the efficiency of those markets.

4.1.1.2. Enablers against market barriers. The above detailed
enablers relate to action to improve the functioning of markets. To
address market barriers, it is necessary to intervene in markets to deal
with features which are natural results of the market. Therefore,
enablers to reduce barriers related to access to capital, uncertainty,
hidden costs or value generally, require market intervention. However,
if the enablers result in social benefit, as exploitation of DR will, then
such market intervention can be justified by governments.

Specifically, DR may be enabled by subsidy of various types. Loans
may be offered at reduced rates, or guaranteed by government, to
reduce barriers related to access to capital (such as with the UKs Green
Deal [82]). If revenues are uncertain, tools such as contracts for
difference can be offered to ensure a minimum payback [83].
Similarly, hidden costs, such as transaction costs, may be dealt with
by subsidy of a market which offers to handle negotiation and
enforcement of contracts. It may be argued that DR can be enabled
by similar intervention to deal with low system value for flexibility.
However, if there is an inherently low system value for flexibility in a
system, it is unlikely that any government will want to subsidise the
participation of flexible parties, such as DR providers, in energy
markets. As previously mentioned though, the system value of flex-
ibility can change over time. Given this uncertainty, assessment
methods which enable assessment under long term uncertainty, such
as real-options-based methods may be considered an enabler of DR
[84,85].

4.1.2. Enablers against social barriers
Given the objectives of organisations to be profit-making, prolifera-

tion of information showing the cash benefit of DR should be a
significant enabler, to counter barriers of (lack of) power for the
relevant decision maker, and culture within an organisation.
However, as well documented, it may not be as simple as that as
organisations do not always act perfectly rationally [86]. Nevertheless,
increase in status for DR decision makers should help to enable DR. To
counter any cultural barrier, a general education on the benefits of DR
should be implemented.

Enabling individuals to change their behaviour to promote DR
participation may be more difficult. Where behaviour to promote
flexibility is constrained by bounded rationality (i.e., cognitive limits
on the processing of information, which may relate to the time
available, also), a significant enabler may be automation [87].
Automation, such as ‘Energy boxes’ [3], smart thermostats, or building
energy management systems, may enable DR by making operational
decisions which the user is unable or unwilling to. This may also reduce
inconvenience for the user (as they has effectively delegated decision
making), further enabling DR. However, as such technology is unlikely
to be able to fully capture user preferences, an important feature is the
requirement for an ‘opt-out’ function [88]. This, however, will inevi-
tably affect the value of DR, though this can be mitigated through
adequate portfolios of resources. The likelihood of opt-out, and hence
the likely degradation of DR value, can be mitigated through appro-
priate selection of DR business cases. For example, if DR providers
have low tolerance for lost comfort, capacity-related DR (i.e., network
congestion management) may be more appropriate than energy-related
DR (i.e., energy arbitrage) [10]. Such technology may also be important
in countering barriers of information presentation. Intuitive and clear
information will enable DR by ensuring information is perceived as
intended by the sender [89].

This leads on to discussion on user preferences, which derive from
user values. The process of influencing user preferences to enable DR

(e.g., attitudes to trading convenience or comfort for cash, or to
allowing third party control of devices) is much less straightforward.
As described in [40] the evolution of preferences is very complex,
involving multiple feedbacks and, particularly, co-evolution with
relevant institutions. There is no quick enabler here, though user
values may be influenced by efforts to change institutions (e.g.,
changing social norms by influencing perceptions of energy use, or
changing laws and regulation to communicate those changed norms). A
related point is how to deal with the inertia barrier. Again, there is no
quick fix, though ensuring information is transmitted correctly can
ameliorate inertia barriers, by making sure users are fully aware of
benefits. Further, gradual change (e.g., from flat rates, to two-rate time-
of-use tariffs, then to dynamic real-time tariffs) should be employed, to
ensure inertial forces do not result in rejection of DR-friendly
behaviour [16].

Enabling DR through addressing concerns of trust may be more
practical. Whilst trust in existing energy system actors may be low [3],
DR may be enabled through partnering with new third-parties that may
proliferate in the Smart Grid (such as aggregators), circumventing
issues of low levels of trust with existing actors. Indeed the source of
information has been shown to key to motivating DR [90]. Increased
trust between DR providers and aggregators may also assuage concerns
on privacy, as end-users are more likely to be happy to share
information (such as meter profiles) with parties who they trust.
Whatever the levels of trust, a principle that should be central to all
DR activities should be the ownership of consumer data by the
consumer [3]. If this principle is clear, possibly enforced legally,
consumers may have more confidence in DR. Concerns on privacy
may also be addressed through technological solutions. End-users may
be given confidence that their data cannot be exploited to obtain
personal information, through data anonymization [91]. Further, a
general principle of modular/cellular design can increase security, or
rather reduce the impact of a successful attack, whilst giving users the
ability of users to tag their data, to manage the life cycle of that data,
may be an enabler, by building the confidence of users. Further,
enabling user choice on where data is archived (on the premises or
in the cloud) may be an enabler, by placing decisions on data storage in
the user's hands.

It should be noted, however, that such user acceptance barriers may
decline in relevance over time, as institutions, e.g., ‘hard’ institutions,
such as markets and laws, and ‘soft’ institutions, such as social norms,
change over time [40].

4.1.3. Enablers against technological barriers
In a Smart Grid context, technological enablers to DR will relate to

improvement of sensing, computation and communication/actuation,
within the ICT realm, to standardisation or to more social ICT-related
elements, related to technological skills.

4.1.3.1. Enablers against sensing barriers. A clear enabler with
respect to DR is the installation of metering at the required
resolution. This is currently underway in many developed electricity
systems [92,93]. However, further development may be needed on this
front if DR resources wish to partake in “fast” reserve markets, such as
frequency regulation, which may require higher resolution metering. If
storage within a property is to be metered separately (see Section
4.2.1), this may also require more investment.

To counter barriers to DR stemming from inadequate monitoring of
final energy services (e.g., thermal comfort), relevant management
systems should incorporate monitoring, not only of electricity con-
sumption, but also of final energy services. This should be informed by
user preferences, which are likely to vary, see Section 3.1.2.2. The
challenges of specifying such systems illustrate the importance of
requirement elicitation, relevant in the development of all DR-related
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technology. To ensure alignment between technology design/develop-
ment and required application and deployment, the best known
requirement engineering practises should be adopted. Good require-
ment elicitation practises will assist in ensuring correct identification of
the desired service/use case, thus reducing technology misalignment
and/or misuse. To this end, user led design, use-case development, and
ethnography should be employed for all Smart Grid/IoT products/
services. The importance of truly understanding what a customer/user
is trying to achieve in purchasing and/or commissioning technology
cannot be underestimated, but is often poorly done. Incorporating user
design principles and using ethnographic expertise in understanding
the use-cases can save considerable frustration and cost, further into
the development and operation cycle. To aid clarity on technology
capability, succinct, clear documentation, specifications and user
guides should be ensured. This removes uncertainty regarding technol-
ogy fit, and ensures the technology is used as designed, given the use-
case.

Device abstraction layer technologies (i.e., technologies that act as
translators for multiple sensor protocols), are outlined in compute
enablers (see Section 4.1.3.2) but could just as easily be discussed here
as sensors, sensor data acquisition and compute are all interweaved in
enabling multi-protocol sensors/actuator services, required for DR.
Section 4.1.3.4 deals more specifically with standards while some more
sensor specific exemplars targeting semantics follow.

SensorML (Model Language) [94] – The primary focus of the
Sensor Model Language (SensorML), developed by the Open
Geospatial Consortium (OGC), is to provide a robust and semanti-
cally-tied means of defining processes and processing components
associated with the measurement and post-measurement transfor-
mation of observations. This includes sensors and actuators as well
as computational processes applied pre and post measurement. The
main objective is to enable interoperability, first at the syntactic
(i.e., format) level and later at the semantic (i.e., meaning) level.
SensorSSN (Semantic Sensor Network) [95] – The SSN ontology
describes sensors and observations, and related concepts. It does
not describe domain concepts such as time, locations, etc. These are
intended to be included from other ontologies via OWL (web
ontology language) imports. The ontology was developed by the
W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) Semantic Sensor Networks
Incubator Group (SSN-XG), again, in order to aid interoperability.
Semantic Sensor Web [96] – SSW suggests an approach to
annotating sensor data with spatial, temporal, and thematic seman-
tic metadata. This builds on the aforementioned standardisation
efforts within the W3C and OGC and extends them with semantic
Web technologies to provide enhanced descriptions and access to
sensor data.

4.1.3.2. Enablers against computing barriers. The complexity
generated by the large amounts of data, and the many sources of
uncertainty, may be ameliorated by the simplification of any
optimisation. Time-steps may be lengthened, resources may be
aggregated, and the number of scenarios (in a stochastic
optimisation) may be limited. The question, which may often not be
definitively answered, is: what is the appropriate trade-off between
reduced complexity, and increased accuracy? The answer may change
as computational power driven by ‘Moore's Law’ continues to become
cheaper, more efficient and more powerful [97], particularly in the
embedded space.

In particular, development of big data technologies, when used in
combination with domain heuristics can deliver real insights in coping
with complexity. Machine-learning techniques are specifically useful in
that regard. More generally, adoption of a system-of-systems approach
[98,99] is one means of coping with complexity, by distributing

computational burden around individual systems, while providing
recommender functionality at the aggregated level. Such an approach
may be aided through scalable cloud computing solutions, though this
then may be limited by communication barriers specifically related to
trust and interoperability.

In the shorter term DR may be enabled through adoption of
appropriate multi-protocol gateways, which abstract and link physical
‘things’, compute devices, management systems and the internet. Such
gateways may adopt open device abstraction technologies such as
OpenHAB [100], IoTivity [101]. In a world of multiple wireless
protocols, such technologies act as one-to-many translators reducing
complexity and allowing for common communication. The Open
Interconnect Consortium (OIC) is an example of standardisation efforts
in this area [68].

In a similar vein, development of plugin-based architectures might
prove valuable. Plugin-based architectures promote modularity and
extensibility, allowing parallel development, aiding new feature/adap-
ter creation. This should promote cross-sector and third-party devel-
opment, and hence adoption. Allowing for composability is seen as a
key enabler in addressing interoperability and is a specific aspect
discussed within the Industrial Internet Consortium (IIC) architectural
documentation [69].

4.1.3.3. Enablers against communication barriers. As per Section
3.1.3.3 interoperability (or lack of it) can be a major barrier to
communications at scale, if the heterogeneous protocols of existing
systems cannot be bridged to allow for shared unambiguous meaning,
then the transactions required to deliver DR at scale cannot be
communicated and DR has no chance of being delivered at scale.
However, while Fig. 2 outlines the myriad of existing standards and
alliances which need to be navigated, it also highlights the efforts being
made to deliver interoperable information exchange in the Smart Grid.
Standardisation in terms of data formats, transfer mechanism and
semantics are all being progressed and will undoubtedly contribute to
defining communication standards required at the IoT scale.

Partnership and the formation of alliances promoting cross-sector-
ial collaboration is one valuable means of driving standardisation, see
Section 4.1.3.4. Regulation may be required to hone focus around key
standards. Initiatives such as LinkedData and OpenData may also be
powerful means of enabling DR [102,103]. Overall, greater priority
should be on semantics, as establishing a common understanding is
likely to prove more difficult than delivering technical standardisation,
as outlined in Sections 4.1.3.1 and 4.1.3.4.

As discussed, security regarding information exchange (see Section
3.1.3.3) is a significant barrier to adoption and hence energy services.
Table 5 outlines security aspects that need to be considered in any
holistic approach to security.

If such elements are incorporated at the development stage (i.e.,
security by design), this can considerably mitigate concerns. Privacy by
design should also be considered. Incorporating privacy aspects at the
data model level should help with appropriate data lifecycle manage-
ment. Additionally, developing interfaces and mechanism for allowing

Table 5
DR security considerations.

Network aspects Other aspects
– Firewall
– Virtual private networks
– Authentication

– Key management
– Device attestation
– Runtime controls
– Stack simplification
– Integrity measurement
– Data encryption
– Data authentication

Physical aspects
– Device-specific cert
– Trusted Platform Module Platform Configuration

Registers
– Secure boot
– Physical access
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users to tag data in intuitive ways could offer a means of mitigating
uncertainty regarding privacy legislation which can be a barrier to
investment in IoT infrastructure.

Additionally, improvements in the reliability of wireless sensor
networks [104] are required to enable trusted applications, DR
included. Sub 1 GHz protocols and mesh based approaches offer
potential compared with more established, but increasingly congested
protocols in the 2.4 GHz range [105].

4.1.3.4. Enablers against technology standardisation barriers. As
has been highlighted in Fig. 2, efforts are being made to deliver
interoperable information exchange. However, further consolidation
and convergence of standardisation is required as is the development of
a shared taxonomy between the energy, built environment and ICT
sector.

Some moves have been made in this direction. For example, the
energy industry is adopting different ICT terminologies for the
partitioning of the command-and-control layers of the Smart Grid
(e.g., home, local and wide area networks) [61]. The eeBDM (energy
efficiency building data models) community has looked to collate and
consolidate various energy and building related taxonomies, ontologies
and data models [106]. The European Commission launched a study on
available semantics assets for the interoperability of smart appliances,
promoting a common ontology as a M2M (Machine-to-Machine)
application semantics layer, SMART 2013/0077 [107]. The EC hoped
this will provide background material enabling all stakeholders to
discuss a single ontology for home appliances. The European tele-
communications standards institute (ETSI) seconded this approach by
creating the Semantics For Smart EE project, producing several interim
study reports [107,108].

Additionally, building information model standards (e.g., the
Industrial Foundation Class and the Information Delivery Manual
[109]) are extending energy efficiency aspects pertaining to smart grid
interaction. Meanwhile some IoT/ICT focused alliances are increas-
ingly looking to consolidation e.g. the acquisition of the assets of the
UPnP (universal plug and play) Forum by OIC, the strategic alliance
between OIC and IIC, OpenHAB with the Eclipse SmartHome project
etc. Such efforts if accelerated could significantly mitigate barriers to
DR services by reducing the complexity of choice with respect to data
exchange standards.

4.1.3.5. Enablers against technological skills barriers. As outlined in
Section 3.1.3.5 the recruiting and retention of IoT talent to support
domain services can be an arduous process. Part of the issue is knowing
exactly what type of skills one requires for any given scenario.
Additionally, acquiring talent with a tolerance of ambiguity and a
propensity for continual learning is a must, given the inherent
uncertainty of the fast changing tech sector. Knowing what skills are
needed and how strategically important they are to one's business
context is essential. If not strategically important, or if uncertainty is
very high, outsourcing could be considered as an alternative, as this
offers the flexibility to trial and hone skillset requirements and to
modularly adjust more rapidly in the short term.

Once the decision is made to hire, one needs to consider how to
attract and keep the right talent. A survey of industry professionals has
indicated that the top three incentives for staying in their current jobs,
their answers were: more money, better work/life balance and a flexible
work schedule or telecommuting. Also highly cited, opportunities for
professional development, especially if they resulted in advancement
[110]. Experts suggest eight things to consider in attracting and
retaining technical talent [111]:

1. Include in decision making.

2. Don’t micromanage.
3. Flexible work hours.
4. Invest in training.
5. Provide access to new tech.
6. Give praise & acknowledge contributions.
7. Offer free stuff.
8. Provide a competitive compensation package.

4.2. Secondary enablers of DR

4.2.1. Enablers against political/regulatory barriers
To counter the barrier caused by tax being charged on energy used

for charging storage, separate metering of different types of resources
may be implemented. This disaggregation of consumption, generation
and storage can result in more efficient taxation, e.g., through
avoidance of taxing charging of storage. A wider enabler is the more
general review of energy system regulation to identify regulation which
is a product of the legacy dominance of central electricity generation,
and which unnecessarily inhibits Smart Grid solutions, such as DR.
This is clearly a significant task, and requires the support of all
stakeholders, some of whom may have entrenched views of the
substitutability of demand-side resources for generation resources in
many areas.

A more specific enabler would be the ability to pass price signals,
possibly through a third party, to end-users, to promote efficiency in
energy markets. Whilst the demand amongst end-users for such
capability (given the transfer of market risk to consumers that this
would entail) is not certain and is likely to vary, regulators should offer
the option. As with any new service/technology, adoption of the option
may take time, but the growth of enabling technologies (e.g., smart
meters, home automation, broadband internet) means that option may
be increasingly attractive.

Further, cost-reflectivity in energy markets should be improved
generally, to improve market efficiency. For example, penalties for
imbalance which do not fully reflect the costs of the imbalance (e.g.,
due to reserve provision and balancing mechanism operation) is a
regulatory factor which inhibits efficient market operation. Measures
should be taken, where cost effective, to make sure all markets are cost
reflective. An example can be the measures being taken in the UK to
reform imbalance pricing in the UK [112].

With regard to grid operator regulation, greater emphasis on
innovation and new solutions (such as distribution network constraint
management), such as is encouraged by the ‘revenue+incentives
+innovation +outputs’ (RIIO) framework in the UK [113]. In general,
policy certainty is an enabler, to counter perceived uncertainty, which
may inhibit commitment to DR. ‘Forward guidance’, signalling the
conditions under which policy may change may provide some certainty,
though it will reduce flexibility for policy-makers.

4.2.2. Enablers against market structures barriers
To enable DR to be traded in (dedicated or general) markets, agreed

baseline methodologies are required. Such baseline methodologies,
which are acceptable to all parties, will enable markets which rely on
“explicit” DR (trading load) [6] to operate. Several types of baselines
are possible (such as historic, maximum base load, meter before/meter
after), as discussed in [114]. With respect to standardisation in
markets, to better realise the potential of DR, it may be necessary to
review the standard definition of products. However, there is no clear
policy here, as, in all cases, the benefits from any relaxation in
standards must be weighed against the associated rise in transaction
costs. Standardisation of products in markets is linked to the wider
issue of complexity, which will increase as the number of options, in
various areas of the electricity system, increase.

With regard to the barrier of complexity, there is uncertainty on
how to enable DR. Complexity may be ameliorated by avoidance, if
possible, of complex commercial arrangements, which entail significant
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communication between distributed parties. Examples include decen-
tralised optimisation approaches, e.g., Lagrangian relaxation based
methods [115], or game theory based local markets [116]. There is,
however, some tension here, as distributed,’systems-of-systems’ ap-
proaches are likely to be significant features of the Smart Grid, and be
an enabler of DR, through the limitation of computational complexity,
see Section 4.1.3.2.

4.2.3. Enablers against physical barriers
An alternative to network reinforcement, which can enable DR, is

the management of distribution networks in real time, using DR. To do
so, adequate real-time pricing mechanism should be in place to
encourage DR providers to change their power scheduling so that
network constraints can be managed effectively. A decision-making
algorithm is needed to determine the required maximum power
consumption/injection from premises to distribution networks at the
time of network issue. The corresponding maximum power cap
depends on the premises location in the distribution networks [117].
To further encourage participation in the management of distribution
network constraints, a percentage of the reduction in distribution
network investments can be used as a DR incentive.

4.2.4. Enablers against lack of understanding
To counter barriers relating to a lack of understanding of DR,

suitable cost benefit analysis frameworks must be developed. Such a
framework must be able to accurately represent the decision making of
the DR provider, which may be far from rational, in the classical
economic sense [40]. They must also accurately appreciate all the
possible markets for DR, and the power of new commercial arrange-
ments, such as aggregation. Although some progress has been made in
this direction, there is much farther to go [74].

5. Discussion

Drawing on previous sections Table 6 summarises the barriers and
enablers of DR. As demonstrated, the barriers to DR are numerous. A
fact that is, perhaps, belied by the division of barriers and enablers into
classes (necessary for clarity in this complex area), is the connections
between different barriers, enablers, and, indeed the wider electricity
and energy systems in which DR exists. This may be relatively clear for
secondary barriers, but perhaps less so for fundamental barriers. For
example, the secondary barrier of network constraints results from a
system feedback, as end-users respond to system behaviour (i.e.,
reduced electricity price at certain times), shifting demand to increase
their utility. For the more fundamental barriers, however, there is also
a high degree of connectedness. For example, enablement of DR
through improved automation (aided by convergence of standards)
may reduce DR, as preferences change, and customers become less
engaged [41]. Similarly, barriers to DR may arise, through regulation, if
adoption of DR reduces equity amongst energy consumers, offending
preferences for ‘fairness’ [41,118]. Effects within the DR system may,
also, be less straightforwardly causal. For example, there is likely to be
complex co-evolution of preferences and institutions in relation to the
Smart Grid. This relates to ‘hard’ institutions such as markets and
regulations, but also ‘soft’ institutions such as social norms with respect
to social acceptability of DR [40]. Indeed, these features of feedback,
emergence and co-evolution suggest that the social, economic, and
physical, energy-related, system in which DR exists is a classic example
of a complex system [119]. An implication is that further analysis of
DR, and of other energy system (especially demand side) interventions
need to acknowledge the complexity of the system, possibly through
application of approaches from the emerging field of complexity
science [120]. In particular, incorporation of the ‘human dimension’
has been highlighted as necessary to understand energy systems as a
whole [121]. This has been identified as a priority by the UK energy
regulator [122], to mitigate resultant uncertainty and risk, which can

result in undesirably large risk premiums and delays to investment
[123,124].

Given the demonstrated significance of social barriers to DR,
another implication is that DR barriers may be lessened if the
individual can be removed from its exercise. A systemic way to achieve
this, without degradation of control over final energy services and
resultant comfort/convenience, is through implementation of energy-
service based solutions [125]. In this way the energy service provider
will take decisions on DR provision, whilst being contractually bound
to deliver energy standards to agreed standards. This can be beneficial
to promotion of DR as such entities (as firms) are likely to be less prone
to behavioural biases, and be less affected by market barriers, e.g.,
related to uncertainty, and access to capital, due to their larger size and
specialised competencies.

As acknowledged by other authors a result of the demonstrated
complexity around DR is the lack of appreciation of DR and its
potential profitability, which is likely to increase [126]. This can itself,
be conceived of as a barrier to DR [7,17]. Given the social benefit from
the increased energy system flexibility DR would bring (probably at low
cost compared to the alternatives: flexible generation, storage and
interconnection [1]), there may be justification for political interven-
tion to increase awareness of DR, and the challenges to its implemen-
tation.

Lastly, returning to the idea of co-evolution, it should be high-
lighted that DR cannot be considered separately to developments in the
wider energy system, such as development of the Smart Grid. In
particular, although DR enjoys some inherent advantages over other
types of electricity system flexibility (e.g., DR is ideally placed to
replace or defer distribution network enhancement, without invest-
ment in dedicated infrastructure, such as storage [10,127]), other
flexible technologies may become dominant. This may be a likely
scenario, as the barriers to their implementation are largely technolo-
gical, and technological barriers are usually more tractable than the
complex, uncertain social barriers which are relevant for DR.
Notwithstanding this, it is possible that DR barriers may be overcome
more easily, if necessary ‘tipping points’, perhaps resulting from self-
catalysis amongst sets of DR provider preferences and relevant
institutions, are reached [119,128]. Clearly suitable approaches for
dealing with these social barriers (drawing on the enablers described in
this work) are required to facilitate DR.

6. Conclusion

In this work barriers and enablers for DR have been classified and
explored, in a Smart Grid context. A summary is given in Table 6.
Barriers have been initially classified as fundamental and secondary.
Fundamental barriers include those classes of barriers which relate to
intrinsic human nature (social/economic barriers), and to essential
enabling technology (technological barriers). Secondary barriers relate
to anthropogenic institutions (regulations, markets), or behaviour that
results from feedbacks in response to DR participation (physical
constraints). These classifications cover DR barriers (and also enablers)
from the two key perspectives of the Smart Grid, namely, those of the
power system and ICT (the “internet of things”) industries. Based on
the classifications of barriers, possible enablers of DR are explored. A
strength of this work is the clarity it brings regarding barriers and
enablers of DR, by producing a comprehensive and discrete classifica-
tion. However this classification does belie the complexity of DR and
energy systems generally. To acknowledge this complexity the inter-
relationship of different barriers is explored and the relevance of the
existence of signature characteristics of complex systems (e.g., co-
evolution, emergence, feedbacks) is discussed. By defining the funda-
mental barriers and enablers of DR it is hoped that this work may act as
a reference for further studies on development and modelling of DR,
and as a bride to further study on the complexity of DR-related
systems.
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